
 Die Matrix Expander

The Model UH130 accommodates up to 300 mm wafers/ lm frames and features a 3” stroke with speed control and 
adjustable ram height. The heated wafer ram is regulated by a digital temperature controller and stops at a user preset 
height, resulting in consistent repeatability of expansion. The unit features a compact tabletop form factor and is extremely 
easy to operate. Virtually all operator variables have been eliminated.
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Specifications

Height:       13.25”

w/ outer grip ring holder    21.0”

Width:        16.0”

Depth:        19.5”

Weight:       95 lbs

Service requirements
Electrical:       120 VAC; 3A, 50/60 Hz 

Pneumatic:       Air/N2 @ 60 psi regulated

Fully automated and semi- automated processes benefit 
from reduced alignment times, and yield will be increased 
as all die are presented well within alignment orientation 
tolerances. Manual processes benefit from the increased 
die separation as operators can remove die by hand with 
greater con dence that adjacent die will not be damaged. 
Morever, the consistency and repeatability of the die 
presentation eliminates an important process variable.

Because a process is only as strong as its weakest step, an 
outer grip ring holder is available for the Model UH130 Die 
Matrix Ex- pander to ensure that the outer grip ring snaps 
to the inner grip ring concentrically. Traditional grip ring 
presses, either by equipment or by hand, cannot guarantee 
that the outer ring is pressed around the inner ring evenly. 
While the resulting die presentation is adequate, the die 
matrix is almost always slightly skewed in one or more 
areas. An adjustable outer grip ring holder, on the other 
hand, not only holds the rings concentric to one another, but 
parallel to each other, as well.

In addition, the amount of die separation can be precisely 
controlled. To facilitate this, the wafer ram is heated, and its 
temperature is accurately regulated by a digital tempera- 
ture controller. The wafer ram stops at a user preset height 
assuring repeatable results, and its speed is also operator 
adjustable.


